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General
Each photograph is signed, annotated and dated by photographer.

Related Materials
Related material received as a gift with this purchase: Judy Dater collection of portraits and other photographs (BANC PIC 2015.043).

Immediate Source of Acquisition
Purchase; from Marc Selvaggio ; in 2015.

Processing Information
Collection processed in 2015.

Biographical / Historical
Judy Dater was born in Hollywood, California on June 21, 1941 and grew up in Los Angeles. From 1959 to 1961 she attended UCLA, majoring in Art. In 1962 she moved to San Francisco and completed her education at San Francisco State University, majoring in photography. She became part of the community of the west coast school of photography, primarily represented by the photographers Ansel Adams, Edward and Brett Weston, Wynn Bullock and Imogen Cunningham, many of whom took an interest in her work and encouraged her to pursue photography professionally. Her varied career has combined teaching, creating books, traveling abroad and conducting workshops, making prints, videos, and photographing continually. (Source: http://judydater.com/biography/)

Content Description
Portraits of various California figures by Berkeley-based photographer Judy Dater. Includes Ansel Adams, Juana Alicia, Miles Davis, Russ Ellis, David Gardner, Joyce Goldstein, Andrew Hoyem, Alastair Johnston, Bill Justema, Kermit Lynch, Judd Marmor, Emmanuel Montoya, Jack Stauffacher, Cissie Swig and Richard Swig.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Portraits -- California
Dater, Judy
item 1
BANC PIC 2015.044:01--AX Ansel Adams 1977
 physical description: 1 photograph
 subjects and indexing terms
 dater, judy

item 2
BANC PIC 2015.044:02--C Ansel Adams 1983
 physical description: 1 photograph
 general
 posing between two halves of earlier dater portrait of imogen cunningham and twinka.
 subjects and indexing terms
 dater, judy

item 3
BANC PIC 2015.044:03--C Juana Alicia 1999
 physical description: 1 photograph
 subjects and indexing terms
 dater, judy

item 4
BANC PIC 2015.044:04--C Juana Alicia with Emmanuel Montoya 1999
 physical description: 1 photograph
 subjects and indexing terms
 dater, judy

item 5-7
BANC PIC 2015.044:05-07--AX Miles Davis at the Greek Theater 1985
 physical description: 3 photographs
 subjects and indexing terms
 dater, judy

item 8
BANC PIC 2015.044:08--F Ellis Russ 2003
 physical description: 1 photograph
 subjects and indexing terms
 dater, judy

item 9-10
BANC PIC 2015.044:09-10--C David Gardner 1986
 physical description: 2 photographs
 subjects and indexing terms
 dater, judy

item 11
BANC PIC 2015.044:11--AX Joyce Goldstein 1969
 physical description: 1 photograph
 subjects and indexing terms
 dater, judy

item 12-13
BANC PIC 2015.044:12-13--AX Andrew Hoyem at Bohemian Grove 1997
 physical description: 2 photographs
 subjects and indexing terms
 dater, judy

item 14-16
 physical description: 3 photographs
 subjects and indexing terms
 dater, judy
Physical Description: 10 photographs
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Dater, Judy

Physical Description: 1 photograph
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Dater, Judy

Physical Description: 8 photographs
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Dater, Judy

item 36  BANC PIC 2015.044:36--C Emmanuel Montoya 1999
Physical Description: 1 photograph
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Dater, Judy

item 37  BANC PIC 2015.044:37--C Jack Stauffacher 1992
Physical Description: 1 photograph
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Dater, Judy

item 38  BANC PIC 2015.044:38--C Cissie Swig 1986
Physical Description: 1 photograph
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Dater, Judy

Physical Description: 1 photograph
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Dater, Judy